Behavioral Health Casework

This medical center was in need of a casework solution for their behavioral health unit. Due to the unique application, AMCASE® was the only casework product the architect and client considered. They required sloped-top wardrobes with a lockable drawer, and vented entertainment cabinets for the common areas to enclose the TV and allow for additional storage needs.

Every solution is different; that’s why there’s AMCASE®.
5,627 - total number of U.S. registered hospitals.

$893B - total expenses for all U.S. registered hospitals.

source: www.aha.org, 2014 stats.
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The Challenge / The Solution

This hospital needed a diverse casework provider capable of furnishing not only behavioral health areas, but also lockers, office areas, and breakrooms. Furthermore, they needed a modular and durable product – one that could be reconfigured or repaired at a later date.

The hospital found their solution by utilizing AMCASE® modular casework in all these areas. This simplified the process of acquisition by reducing the number of suppliers, and allowed the hospital to create a uniform look across the hospital facility through consistent design and color choices.
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